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UKRAINE 03 MAR 2022

Update on Russia-Ukraine

The following information was received from our correspondent on 3 March 2022:

 

QUOTE

Armed hostilities are still conducted in many regions of Ukraine.  Heavy fighting take place near the cities
Kiev, Kharkov, Mariupol. According to recent news large Russian forces landed near Nikolayev. 

Nikolayev area may be one more hotbed of intense fighting. Some sources report that Kherson city is
partly under the control of Russian troops. In Odessa the situation is more or less stable. Within the last
three days Russian landing forces were expected in Odessa. But it still hasn’t happened. 

There are indications that Belarus troops are ready to cross Ukrainian north border. 

It is absolutely obvious that in the circumstances all Ukrainian ports are still closed for
inward/outward passages. 

UNQUOTE

 

Members with vessels in or who are planning to call Ukrainian ports are encouraged to reach
out to their local agents and Managers´ offices in the region for further updates and advice.
With the addition of recent Sanctions, members are advised to exercise particular care in
performing due diligence on any trade to Russia or Ukraine. More information can be found on
the sanctions section of the Club's website:

https://www.swedishclub.com/loss-prevention/legal/sanctions/ 

https://www.swedishclub.com/loss-prevention/legal/sanctions/
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